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“A dog is the only thing on earth that will love you more than you love yourself.” - Josh Billings 

“Animals are such agreeable friends--they ask no questions, they pass no criticisms.” - George Eliot 

“Dogs are not our whole life, but they make our lives whole.” - Roger Caras 
 
“If there are no dogs in Heaven then, when I die, I want to go where they went.” - Will Rogers 
 

“What the heart has once owned and had, it shall never lose.” - Henry Ward Beecher  

“Animals are reliable, many full of love, true in their affections, predictable in their actions, grateful and 
loyal; difficult standards for people to live up to.” - Alfred A. Montapert 

“I think dogs are the most amazing creatures; they give unconditional love. For me they are the role model 
for being alive.” - Gilda Radner 

 

“In ancient Egypt, cats were worshipped as gods. Cats have never forgotten this.” - Unknown 

 

“An animal's eyes have the power to speak a great language.” - Martin Buber 

 

“Until one has loved an animal, a part of one's soul remains unawakened.” - Anatole France 

 

“Dogs believe they are human. Cats believe they are God.” - Unknown 

 

“The reason a dog has so many friends is that he wags his tail instead of his tongue.” - Michael Combs  

“There is no psychiatrist in the world like a puppy licking your face.” - Ben Williams 

“The average dog is a nicer person than the average person.” - Andy Rooney  

“Anybody who doesn't know what soap tastes like never washed a dog.” - Franklin P. Jones 

“My dog is worried about the economy because Alpo is up to $3.00 a can. That's almost $21.00 in dog 
money.”-Joe Weinstein  

“If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosperous, he will not bite you; that is the principal 
difference between a dog and a man.” - Mark Twain 

“If you think dogs can't count, try putting three dog biscuits in your pocket and then give him only two of 
them.” - Phil Pastoret  

 


